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Creating the Future.
Early in 2005, AMR recognized the opportunity ahead
by becoming the industry leading patient-centric portal
solutions provider. Then it was known as a Personal
Health Records (PHR) and we were doing it before it
was ‘cool’. We continue to remain ahead of the curve.

Creating the Futire

The AMR Advantage:
• Merging and sharing Multi-source data
• Seamless Integration for all EHR’s/EMR’s
• One Portal, One Password, One Patient
• For All Records
AMR continues to be an early innovator in Health Information Technology (HIT) consistently breaking the data
barriers of today’s challenges. AMR delivers innovative
and engaging portal solutions that meet and exceed the
real-life needs, desires, and mandates of today and well
into the future. We are the SaaS portal solution provider
you want as your partner.
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“Based on proven technology and certified solutions, AMR offers a unique combination of innovation
and common sense to the digital age healthcare professionals, consumers and EHR/EMRs, by
providing single portal access to all patient records –and true interoperability.”
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7 Reasons partnering with AMR
is the right decision.
Now and into the future.
Proven Patient Expertise & Partnership.
Our portal solutions provide EHR/EMR partners with true interoperability and an intuitive patient-centric
interface that’s inviting and easy-to-use for everyone. Single point access to all medical records and bi-directional information flow between multiple doctors and patient are all part of the AMR partner experience.
Our World-Class Development Team.
AMR Partners enjoy exclusive access and joint-development and integration opportunities with our
world-class development and support teams.
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Partner’s Resources Stay Focused.
Your time and budget remain focused on the development and evolution of your business , leave the Patient
Portal solution and customer-facing support to AMR.
Your Development Savings.
Our partners don’t need to build a compliant patient portal and patient engagement solution, nor do they
need to incur the financial and resource-heavy burdens. AMR’s Certified solution will facilitate the
mandated requirements for your customers and their patients.
Meaningful Use Compliance - Integrated
We simplify our partner’s Patient Portal compliance and usability challenges with our 2014 MU-2 Certified
patient portal and engagement solutions. Integration is accomplished through the AMR Web Services .
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AMR Revenue Model.
Our Partners get a revenue-advantage in the
market with AMR’s unique revenue stream
opportunities.
Time To Market & Competitive Advantage.
AMR’s Web Services facilitate quick
integration to your existing platform, as
opposed to building a solution of your own.
This provides an additional advantage with
the ability to instantly offer a 2014 MU-2
certified portal to your customers—keeping
patients engaged with the one portal they’ll
actually use.
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INNOVATION AND PORTAL DESIGN

IT’S ON EVERY C LEVEL EXECUTIVE’S MIND
Your Future through Integration.
The AMR Solution is Simple - Integrate, don’t create.
• Our years of experience in the real-world practices and behaviors of patients.
• We know what patients want; not just what they’re told they can have.
• We understand the needs of the EHR/EMR providers and the compliance and
		 usability challenges they face.
• A revenue opportunity to all EHR/EMRs through our proprietary software solutions.
• Our software design allows patients the sharability of a what portal is meant to be.
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AMR sees the future of the Portal as the pivot point between the doctors and
their patients.
AMR sees beyond the fundamentals of meaningful use and gives the patients
what they truly need to manage and share all their records, being truly engaged.
AMR portal integration gives the EHR customer an advantage in providing better
patient engagement today and tomorrow.
AMR proprietary solution takes away the burden of compliance and costs-tobuild while creating a new revenue stream for your company.
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AMR Patient Portal Delivers.
Connected Care Documentation,
Patient Engagement, and Patient Support.
A revenue-share opportunity for partners.
The future in patient portals, today.
Eliminates the data-barriers of legacy systems.
Compliant. Convenient. Accessible. Affordable.
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